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download.A key Senate committee on Monday approved new rules that will dramatically alter the
way some agencies handle sexual harassment complaints. ADVERTISEMENT The Rules
Committee amended the Senate’s rules to require senators to register their cellphones so that the
phone numbers can be tracked. The committee also approved rules that will let victims of sexual
harassment file complaints anonymously and that will force the Office of Compliance and Ethics
(OCE) to look at more cases than just investigations of alleged sexual harassment. Sen. Claire
McCaskill Claire Conner McCaskillMomentum growing among Republicans for Supreme Court
vote before Election Day Democratic-linked group runs ads in Kansas GOP Senate primary Trump
mocked for low attendance at rally MORE (D-Mo.), who supported those changes, said they would
dramatically improve the process of handling sexual harassment complaints. “The rules of the
Senate must be changed because the current rules are not working,” McCaskill said. “The
Senate's rules have become a sanctuary for predators, and instead of handling harassment
complaints, the Senate is left sitting back and watching as some senators are assaulted and others
are harassed.” She added that the amendments "clarify the existing rules and make them
stronger.” McCaskill had worked with a group of female senators, including Sen. Heidi Heitkamp
Mary (Heidi) Kathryn HeitkampCentrists, progressives rally around Harris pick for VP 70 former
senators propose bipartisan caucus for incumbents Susan Collins set to play pivotal role in
impeachment drama MORE (D-N.D.), to propose the rules changes. Sen. Joe Man
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